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Nature Reviews Chemistry: about
Nature Reviews Chemistry aims to cover the traditional core subjects within the field — organic,
inorganic, physical and analytical chemistry — while also providing insight to non-specialists
where chemistry is a significant component of interdisciplinary research. These topics
may include but are not limited to: chemical biology, chemical physics, materials science
and nanotechnology. The journal also aims to bring to the attention of its readers topics
beyond academic research with particular focus on chemistry education and research in
industrial settings.
Our Reviews aim to be balanced and objective analyses of the selected topic – with descriptions
of relevant scientific literature and discussions that are easy to grasp for recent graduates in
any chemistry-related discipline, as well as informing principal investigators and industry-based
research scientists of the latest advances. Reviews should provide the authors’ insight into future
directions and their opinion of the major challenges faced by researchers in the field.
Perspectives – as the name suggests – take a look at a topic from a slightly different angle.
They may offer more personal viewpoints, explain the historical background to a topic, or discuss
some of the social, ethical or environmental factors related to chemistry research in academia
and industry.
Our Comments address topical issues in chemistry — the aim is to cover subjects that are of
interest to chemists generally that are not necessarily focussed on the results or practice of
chemistry research. This may include, but is not limited to, discussions of education, safety,
sustainability and other societal challenges.

Nature Reviews Chemistry: readership
The journal will be an invaluable resource for chemists, as well as biologists, physicists,
engineers and other scientists carrying out interdisciplinary research with a significant chemistry
component in academia, government or industry.
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• Commissioned and peer-reviewed articles, written by acknowledged leaders in their fields
providing detailed overviews of developments in the research area of chemistry
• Access to a dedicated reviews journal publishing chemistry that aims to connect with the
community on a wide range of topics
• Advance Online Publication — papers published in advance of the complete issue
• Mobile-optimized content — Nature Reviews Chemistry will offer fully mobile-optimized
articles, enabling your users to access site license content via their personal devices
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